A cleaner, greener way to manage
surface water sustainably.

Loss of permeable
landscape has meant
higher peak flows, serious
flooding, pollution, damage
to property and habitats,
and contamination of
groundwater sources.
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Our changing
climate
Today’s climate means we face increasingly
uncertain weather patterns, higher frequency
flooding and a stressed environment. Our
issues with more extreme weather have
been exacerbated by the loss of permeable
landscapes in towns and cities, replaced
by paved areas, roads, roofs, so increasing
our amount of surface water run-off. This is
rainwater ‘looking’ for somewhere to go…
Our piped drainage systems receive flows
quicker than ever before, and in larger volumes
than they are designed to cope with. To add
to this we have an increasing pollution risk
from highway runoff carrying sediments and
debris into local streams and rivers. In extreme
events our combined sewer overflows surge
into these watercourses too, all adding to the
rising levels of pharmaceuticals, phosphorus
and nitrates arriving in our waterways.
Pollution entering our rivers reduces oxygen
levels making it difficult for aquatic plants
and fish to survive. For humans this can affect
water quality in the towns and countryside,
impacting on drinking water for wildlife,
livestock and ourselves.

We want to help change this.
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Meet the
SuDSPlanter

SuDSPlanter is a uniquely designed rain garden which captures
rainwater runoff from roofs, rather than leaving it to flow into
the drains and sewers, potentially overloading the system. It’s a
cleaner, greener more sustainable way to guard against today’s
increasing risk of flooding and contamination.
The SuDSPlanter provides water storage in dry or drought
conditions, as well as storm storage designed to cope in wet
environments. This makes the planter ideal for our changing
weather patterns, combatting the increasing flood risk and water
scarcity which we face.
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How it works
Reroute downpipe
into planter.
Evaporates

Reduces flood risk by
diverting water from
drains & sewers.
Filters, cleans, stores
& slowly releases
rainwater run-off.
Increases biodiversity
& reduces pollution.

Infiltrates

Provides storage in
times of drought.

Filters
Stores
Slows the flow
Where possible disconnect
surface water from the
combined sewer.

The SuDSPlanter is designed to capture rainwater run-off
from roofs by rerouting the downpipe into the planter instead
of directly into the drains. The planter is made up of a series of
layers, acting as both a sponge and a natural filter, attenuating
flow and removing sediment and bird poo as the water soaks
through to the reservoir below.
Our specially designed growing media provides the perfect
environment for plants to thrive; nutrient and water retention,
filtration and soil volume to sustain plant growth in both wet and
dry conditions.
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Options
Recycled lumber
These are manufactured using a plastic coated
metal frame with recycled plastic lumber infills.
All materials are 100% recycled or recyclable.
Sizes
1200mm x 600mm x 950mm
1600mm x 600mm x 950mm
2000mm x 600mm x 950mm

100% recycled
materials.
No treatment required
prior to use.
Minimum 15 year life
expectancy.

Colours

Fully recyclable at the
end of its use.

?

Graffiti resistant.

Bespoke colours available on request.

Installation
For DIY installations, we provide an instruction manual with your
planter, which has handy maintenance tips too. If you would like
us to install your SuDSPlanter for you, simply ask us when you
place your order
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Solid timber
Our timber planters are made from the finest
water resistant softwoods naturally impregnated
with natural oils to reduce the need for tanalith.
Sizes
1200mm x 600mm x 950mm
1600mm x 600mm x 950mm
Colours

UK sourced, FSC
accredited wood.
No treatment required
prior to use.
Minimum 15 year life
expectancy.
Fully recyclable at the
end of its use.

?
Bespoke colours available on request.

Planting
Your SuDSPlanter is a great way to increase biodiversity, as it
works best with as wide a variety of plants as possible. For the
best results, choose from our list of suitable plants, or we can
supply you with a selection of young plants for establishing:
simply ask when you place your order.
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Our aim
When we set out to create SuDSPlanter our aim was to produce
an environmentally sound flood mitigation device which would
improve home owners’ lives through urban greening and
flood defence. This has developed into a product range which
delivers a simple, retrofit solution to surface water for a variety
of roof sizes to match any residential, commercial or educational
environment. SuDSPlanter is brought to you by:
Lorna Davis

Alex Stephenson

Specialist consultant in sustainable
drainage for the engineering and
water industry.

Over 40 years of experience in
drainage engineering and waste
water solutions.

Proudly made in the UK
We pride ourselves in sourcing and assembling all of SuDSPlanters
materials within the UK. Our manufacturing facility is based in
Mid Wales, with carpenters crafting each product from scratch.

Order yours now at sudsplanter.com
Lead times on ordering are required, so please do get in touch
to discuss your requirements:
enquiries@sudsplanter.com

@SuDSPlanter

